Among the whole manufacturing cycle of a product, a sequence of manufacturing stages needs to be optimized using the increasingly available computing resources. Computer aided process planning is seen as the missing link between CAD and CAM, which relates to the translation of design tolerances into manufacturing tolerances to be executed in the shop floor. A computerized module for process plan simulation, taking into account the manufacturing dispersions, has been developed. The process plan simulation program, which consists of three procedures, uses a combination of the minimal transfer method and a modified form of the dispersions method. The first procedure performs a verification of the feasibility of the project's process plans through tolerance transfer. The second procedure performs an optimization of the tolerance distribution using the process capability data. The third procedure computes the manufacturing dimensions, which ensure the quality of the components and products. The simulation module has been validated on complex problems and shows that it gives good results in a short time. The manual work requires several days to solving this manufacturing problem.
Introduction
The last two decades have seen an enormous increase in the use of computers in industrial engineering activities. In fact, nowadays, computer resources can be exploited to speed up and improve the accuracy of design, manufacture and assembly activities. Several stages of the manufacturing process of a product are therefore increasingly benefiting, to different degrees, from this substantial computing power. However, despite the computerization of design (CAD) and manufacturing (CAM) it is extremely difficult to ensure communication between the two activities when several types of technological data are used, especially tolerances (Cheikh 1997) . Computer aided process planning (CAPP) is sometimes seen as the missing link between CAD and CAM (Weill 1988, Halevi and Weill 1995) . In fact CAPP can provide direct links to the design activity in terms of geometric definition and component attributes, such as functional dimensions and tolerances (Graves and Biscard 1999) . At the same time it can create links towards the control and inspection activities of manufacture. Therefore, special attention is directed towards the analysis of manufacturing dimensions and tolerances, which ensure the quality of the product as dictated by the functional requirements. The process plan simulation, sometimes called manufacturing dimensions planning (see figure 1) , is a very difficult step to computerize in process planning. In fact the technical literature (Hamou 1998) shows that this procedure has been used manually and, in some cases, partially automated. Bourdet (1975) first laid down the basis for process plan simulation based on the manufacturing process capabilities in terms of minimal machining dispersions. The simulation was performed manually as a tolerance transfer and optimization from design to manufacture. Taking into account the minimal machining dispersions, Duret (1981) proposed the minimal transfer method, which automates the verification of the feasibility of a process plan. Fainguelernt et al. (1986) presented a computer program that automates the tolerance optimization procedure, starting from a data matrix of minimal reference dispersions. However, the program lacks any automated procedure for the feasibility check of the process plan and the solution to impossible tolerance transfer conditions prior to the optimization. This paper presents a programmed module that completely automates the process plan simulation of a manufacturing pre-project. The mini-mal transfer method and the machining dispersions method are combined in order to automate the process plan feasibility verification. In addition, the paper proposes a modified and programmable methodology, which integrates the verification and optimization in the same procedure, starting with a data matrix of unknown dispersions instead of a data matrix of minimal reference dispersions. A comparison between the two methodologies is given in this paper.
Modelling of the process plan simulation
In order to automate completely the process plan simulation, a programmable methodology is proposed as a combination of the machining dispersions method introduced by Bourdet (1975) and the minimal transfer method introduced by Duret (1981) . On one hand, these two methods are rebuilt so that they can solve any tolerance transfer problem. On the other hand, the methodology is built so that it can calculate an optimal distribution of the machining dispersions (capabilities) and finally to compute optimal manufacturing dimensions and tolerances. The final simulation module is designed in the form of three chronological procedures. The first procedure performs a verification of the manufacturing pre-project (A222 in figure 1 ). The second procedure consists of the optimization of dispersions (A223 in figure 1 ). The third procedure computes the final optimized manufacturing dimensions (A224 in figure 1 ).
Fundamental dispersions model
If a machine is set up to execute a given operation in quantity production there are inevitably various uncontrollable stochastic factors that affect the final size for the dimension l of a machined component. The measured sizes usually give a variation (scattering) Dl called machining dispersion. It is the difference between the largest size l n and the lowest size l 1 for a given batch as follows:
These different dispersions will affect the process capability and consequently the manufacturing dimensions. They are usually due to localization and fixture errors, machine rigidity and tool rigidity. The objective of the simulation is to verify the feasibility of the design specifications (dimensions BE) and the manufacturing conditions (dimensions BM) using a dispersions based fundamental model introduced by Bourdet (1975) . In this model, for each phase in the process plan, the total dispersions Dl i for a machined surface or Dl ' i for a positioning surface represents the positions occupied by surface i in relation to the machine referential system.
Procedure for the verification of the pre-project based on minimal dispersions
The verification of the process plan pre-project is carried out by checking the feasibility of the process plan with regards to the capabilities of the available manufacturing processes in the workshop. This condition is fulfilled when the manufacturing means can produce the design set dimensions imposed by the design office. In technical terms, this condition is satisfied when the tolerance interval (IT) of the design dimension BE is greater than or equals the manufacturing tolerance due to the summation of all dispersions Dl i and is given as: IT ðdimension BE Þ5
In order to automate the task of the verification using the minimal transfer method in conjunction with equation (2), the manufacturing pre-project of a sample, an example of which is shown in figure 2 for a mechanical part, is written in a matrix format of I p lines and I s columns. Figure 3 highlights a sample verification sequence for design dimension BE = 16 + 0.6. In this figure, I s represents a surface varying between 1 to 8 and I p represents a phase varying between 1 to 5. The element A (I p , I s ) of the initial matrix contains a dispersion value only when surface I s intervenes in phase I p as a machined surface (Dl) or as a positioning surface (Dl', Dl '', Dl ''', . . .) in an subsequent phase. Otherwise the value is set to zero. The manufacturing tolerance interval given by SDl i is computed using the method of minimal transfer and is then compared to IT, the tolerance interval of the design dimension (BE). This method is explained in the sample example of figure 3 and the flowchart steps of figure 4. The verification procedure is carried out for each design dimension (BE) by successive elimination of the dispersions from single element columns and lines, except for columns whose surfaces are limits to a design dimension (BE). In fact, on one hand, columns (surfaces) with one dispersion Dl are eliminated because they are not taking part in the localization of a surface. On the other hand, lines (phases) having only one dispersion Dl are eliminated because a phase needs at least two dispersions Dl, one for the machined surface and another for the positioning surface. This elimination process is carried out until the minimal transfer condition is satisfied, which is the presence of zero Dl or two Dl per column, except for surfaces that are limits to the design dimension (BE). At the end, we verify equation (2) by summing all the remaining Dl i dispersions in the matrix.
In the case when equation (2) is not satisfied, the pre-project is not verified. The tolerance transfer is impossible. This problem can be solved in three ways. The first solution consists of changing the tolerance interval IT for the design functional dimension (BE). This decision is the responsibility of the design office. The second one involves changing datum elements and reference planes, which means changing the rooting and operations sheets of the whole process plan. This solution means rewriting a new process plan pre-project. The third solution is more adequate and consists of diminishing the IT of one or more manufacturing dimensions (CF) in the tolerance chain that makes up the IT of the design dimension as given by (2). Based on minimal reference dispersions for different processes, which are usually given by experience (Hamou 1998) , this solution is based on a successive diminution of the dispersions Dl i (DB i for raw material dispersions) without going under any known minimal reference value.
Procedure for the optimization of dispersions

Optimization based on the minimal dispersions.
Once the pre-project has been verified and retained, the manufacturing tolerance intervals can be computed. To do this, we build an optimization matrix B(I c , I d ) of p lines and q columns where p represents the number of design dimensions and manufacturing dimensions and q the number of dispersions. The first table of figure 5 contains this matrix (column 3 to column 12) corresponding to the mechanical part of figure 2. Each column represents a dispersion Dl which is affected by a surface beginning with the first one, the second one and so on. Then we compute the residuals e given by the following equation:
After the initial distribution matrix has been built and the residuals e computed, we determine the processing order of the lines in this matrix depending on the values of these residuals. This order is given by the increasing values of the residuals. As explained in figure 5 , this optimization process consists of an equal z z Figure 5 . Classical optimization procedure for the sample example. distribution of each residual e on the dispersion elements Dl of each line in the matrix so that the following equation is satisfied:
After processing a line, the optimized elements of the matrix are saved and their values are memorized before going to the next line. The tolerance intervals are updated during this process using the optimized dispersions from the previously processed ones. Figure  5 gives the optimization results for the sample example of figure 2. and Linares 1994) is used in combination with the minimal transfer method to build the dispersions data matrix for the simultaneous verification and optimization procedure. However, since no reference values are used, each dispersion participating in the tolerance chain for the design and manufacturing dimensions is given the letter x as a value. Others are given the value zero in the starting data matrix as highlighted by the first table of figure 6 . Then, we compute the distribution coefficient k for each design dimension BE using equation (5). The increasing values of this coefficient give the processing order for the tolerance distribution. It is noticed that for the first iteration k equals the BE tolerance value. Following this order, each line is processed by distributing the design tolerance value among the participating dispersions and their values are saved in the distribution matrix, as explained in figure 6 for the example of figure 2. In opposition to the minimal dispersions method, where a complete distribution of the residuals is not guaranteed, the unknown dispersions method always distributes the full tolerance values among the unknown dispersions.
where IT CBE is the tolerance interval for design dimension (BE), m is the number of known dispersions, p is the number of unknown dispersions, j is the iteration order.
Procedure for computing manufacturing dimensions
In the verification procedure of the design dimensions, and when the condition of minimum transfer is satisfied, the manufacturing dimensions participating in the design dimensions are those bounded by surfaces having the two dispersions stationed on the same stage. Thus, we obtain all the manufacturing dimensions in the pre-project. Based on the fundamental model developed by Bourdet (1975) and on the matrix of the pre-project, we can calculate an average length l i limited by two Dl i . For each phase, the origin of basic average lengths is taken on the leftmost surface (surface 1, l 1 = 0). Using the design dimensions (BE) and the manufacturing dimensions (BM) we build a system of equations to determine the basic average lengths l i using relations (6) and (7) as follows:
where Cf i-j ave. is the average design dimension (BE), Cpm i-j ave. is the average minimal stock removal (BM). Figure 7 explains this procedure for the example of figure 2. This figure highlights the system of 12 linear algebraic equations obtained using the data of the preproject. After the solution of the system of equations, the computed values of the average lengths l i for the eight surfaces are used to calculate the average manufacturing dimensions CF i-j ave. . The tolerance interval IT is then computed for each dimension CF i-j using the previously optimized dispersions Dl i on each surface i delimiting the dimension. Figure 7 shows that CF1-8ave. CF1-3ave. CF1-6ave. CF5-4ave. CF 5-7ave. CF 5-2ave. CF1-5ave. the final tolerance values given by the modified dispersions optimization method for the simple example are similar to the results given by the classical dispersions optimization method. However, in reality, the former always gives better results than the latter, as was verified with more complex examples. Furthermore, the modified dispersions method overcomes the problem of unknown minimal reference dispersions that are not always available in the industrial literature or are difficult to assess from experience.
Programming and validation tests for the simulation
The procedures forming the simulation have been integrated in one module and programmed in order to be tested. The final computer program consists of five functions. The first function permits the input and preparation of the pre-project data in matrix format. The second function performs the pre-project verification and eventual solution of impossible tolerance transfer. The third function executes the optimization procedure of dispersions. The fourth function computes the manufacturing dimensions. The fifth function computes the setting dimensions. The program is validated by practical and complex process plan simulations and is compared to classical manual simulations (Hamou 1998) . Figure 8 gives an overview of the output results of the developed module for the pre-project sample of figure 2. This software, which is designed as a standalone module, can be easily integrated in a CAPP system or a more general CAD/ CAM system. The program can extract its initial preproject data from the upstream CAPP modules. On the other side, it can communicate its simulation results to the downstream departments of manufacturing, such as numerical control processing activities.
Conclusions and perspectives
The objectives set forth by this research work were to automate the process plan simulation activity as a separate module or within a CAPP system. The manufacturing dispersions or capabilities are at the root of the development of a combined programmable methodology, based on the minimal transfer method, the minimal reference dispersions method and a proposed modified dispersions method. It is shown that the modified dispersions method performs a simultaneous verification and optimization without the need of the minimal reference dispersions that are not always available for all processes. On the basis of the developed programmed methodology, a computerized module has been designed in the form of three procedures. The first procedure permits the verification of the process plan pre-project. The second procedure permits an optimization of dispersions. The third procedure permits the computation of the optimized manufacturing dimensions and tolerances. The final module of simulation has been tested on complex examples. These results have shown that the methodologies used can help process designers in the activity of manufacturing tolerance analysis and distribution within a CAPP system. Further research is undergone on one side, in order to perform a nonequal redistribution of excess tolerance depending on the complexity of the manufacturing dimensions. On the other side, investigations are being conducted for automating the extraction of manufacturing tolerance chains in order to perform a cost-based statistical optimization of tolerance transfer and distribution on the manufacturing dimensions.
